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● We analyze the data sets of two muography experiments carried out using a portable muon 
detector at the Mont Terri Underground Rock Laboratory (URL), Switzerland. 

● The objective of these experiments is to evaluate the potential of muography to quantify 
groundwater variations. 

Introduction - About the experiment



● We analyze the data sets of two muography experiments carried out using a portable muon 
detector at the Mont Terri Underground Rock Laboratory (URL), Switzerland. 

● The objective of these experiments is to evaluate the potential of muography to quantify 
groundwater variations. 

● The portable muon detector was conceived for geoscience 
applications by the DIAPHANE project 
(www.diaphane-muons.com).

● It is equipped with 3 plastic scintillator matrices of 80cmx80cm, 
which are divided into pixels that define the axes of observation of 
the detector. 

Portable muon detector deployed in the Mont 
Terri URL.
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http://www.diaphane-muons.com


● The Mont Terri URL is an international research facility located north of St-Ursanne, 
Switzerland, at a depth of ~300 m below the Mont Terri mountain.

Introduction - About the Mont Terri URL

a) Picture of the site. b) Schematic view of the Mont Terri URL. Images from https://www.mont-terri.ch/

a) b)



Introduction - About the study region

● The Mont Terri URL is a key test site for muography applied to hydrogeological studies: the 
region hosts two aquifers.

Geological profile modified from Bossart, P. et 
al. (2018). Hydrogeological classification from 
Heitzmann, P., editor (2004) 

Mont Terri URL



Introduction - About the study region

Geological profile modified from Bossart, P. et 
al. (2018). Geologic map based on the 
Geological Atlas of Switzerland 1:25000, 
available through https://map.geo.admin.ch. 
Hydrogeological classification from 
Heitzmann, P., editor (2004) 

● The Mont Terri URL is a key test site for muography applied to hydrogeological studies: the 
region hosts two aquifers.

2016-2018 2020-present

https://map.geo.admin.ch
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Muon imaging

● From the measured muon flux, we calculate the average density along the axes of 
observation of the muon detector → muon radiography.

○ We use an open sky muon flux model derived from air showers simulations using the 
CORSIKA code (Heck et al. 1998).

○ The muon minimum energy for crossing a given opacity is estimated using attenuation 
constants given by the Particle Data Group tables.

Methodology



Muon monitoring

● We first study the influence of the middle-atmosphere temperature variations in the muon 
data set in order to remove it from the muon rate variations time series.

○ Seasonal variations in the muon rate,  , caused by the temperature changes in the 
atmosphere, can be treated in terms of an effective temperature (Barret et al. 1952),          :

where 𝜶T is the effective temperature coefficient.

○       is a weighted mean of the atmosphere’s temperature profile, and is associated to the 
altitudes where observed muons are produced (Grashorn et al. 2010). For temperature 
data, we use the ERA5 data set offered by the ECMWF.

Methodology



Muon monitoring (cont.)

● We estimate 𝜶T following Adamson et al. (2014), and we remove the variations in the muon 
rate due to the temperature changes in the atmosphere by:

Methodology

● We merge several axis of observation to 
characterize different regions, and we compare 
the resulting muon rate variations with rainfall 
and the Doubs river streamflow.

Mont Terri's placemarks. The study zone and the associated 
basin are represented in white and yellow, respectively. The 

Doubs river is highlighted in blue.
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Rock thickness involved in each experiment

Results - Muon imaging

Position A
(2016-2018) Position B

(2020-present)

● Position A:
● Position B: 
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● In both experiments, we identified two distinct regions at each side of the valley, a higher 
density region to the north and a lower one to the south.

Results - Muon imaging

Position A

Position B

Position A
(2016-2018)

Position B
(2020-present)
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Results - Muon monitoring

● The average daily rate of muons at (675 ± 160) mwe is (800 ± 10) d−1, based on 382 days of 
data.

Study region
Volume: ~11.0 x 106 m3

Results - Muon monitoring

Average muon rate as a function of time, computed using a 30-day width Hamming 
moving average window. The colored surface delimits the 95% confidence interval. 

Gray bar indicate periods where the acquisition was interrupted for work in the 
Mont Terri URL.

Position A
(2016-2018)



Results - Muon monitoring

Tramontini et al. (2019)

● We have found the variation in thermal state of the atmosphere to be a significant cause of 
the observed muon rate variations.

Results - Muon monitoring

Daily percent deviations from the mean of the average muon rate, the daily effective temperature, and 
the average effective temperature computed using a 30 days width Hamming window. The colored 

surfaces delimit the 95% confidence interval associated to each curve



Results - Muon monitoring

● We determined the effective temperature coefficient to be                                                  .

Results - Muon monitoring

a) Average muon rate relative variation versus average effective temperature relative variation. b) Experimental values of the effective temperature 
coefficient. The continuous black line represents a theoretical model. Figure adapted from Agafonova et al. (2018)

a) b)

Tramontini et al. (2019)



● Based on the muon radiography, by merging adjacent axis of observation, we study the 
North Region and the South Region separately.

North region

Volume: ~4.0 x 106 m3

South region

Volume: ~7.7 x 106 m3

Results - Muon monitoringResults - Muon monitoring

Position A



● Filtered muon rate variations in the North and the South region.

Results - Muon monitoring



First order hydrological modelling to define mass balance at hillslope scale.
Collaboration with L. Longuevergne, CNRS-Géosciences Rennes, France.

● We resolve at daily time scale:

● Recharge is input data, and the initial storage      and τ are input parameters.   

● We fit the optimal       and τ that result in the highest cross-correlation between the 30-day 
averaged modeled storage     and                  in the South Region.
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● Based on the muon radiography, we identify regions with distinct average 
densities. The high-density region contains a local aquifer with higher inflow 
rates, and the low-density region contains both the local aquifer and the 
regional one, with lower inflow rates.

● The continuous muon data suggest that the high-density region experiences 
smaller variations of water content. This may be due to the higher inflow 
rates. On the other hand, the large variability observed in the region to the 
south of the valley may be due to lower inflow rates causing underground 
water to accumulate and discharge over longer time scales.

Conclusions
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